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Abstract. Albertson [3] has defined the irregularity of a simple undirected graph G = (V,E) as irr(G) =∑
uv∈E |dG(u) − dG(v)| ,where dG(u) denotes the degree of a vertex u ∈ V. Recently, this graph invariant gained

interest in the chemical graph theory, where it occured in some bounds on the first and the second Zagreb
index, and was named the third Zagreb index [12]. For general graphs with n vertices, Albertson has obtained
an asymptotically tight upper bound on the irregularity of 4n3/27.Here, by exploiting a different approach
than in [3], we show that for general graphs with n vertices the upper bound b n

3 cd
2n
3 e

(
d

2n
3 e − 1

)
is sharp.

We also present lower bounds on the maximal irregularity of graphs with fixed minimal and/or maximal
vertex degrees, and consider an approximate computation of the irregularity of a graph.

1. Introduction

Let G = (V,E) be a simple undirected graph of order n = |V| and size m = |E|. For v ∈ V(G), the degree
of v, denoted by dG(v), is the number of edges incident to v. Albertson [3] defines the imbalance of an edge
e = uv ∈ E as |dG(u) − dG(v)| and the irregularity of G as

irr(G) =
∑
uv∈E

|dG(u) − dG(v)| . (1)

The first Zagreb index M1(G) and the second Zagreb index M2(G), are one of the oldest and most investigated
topological graph indices, and are defined as follows:

M1(G) =
∑
v∈V

dG(v)2,

M2(G) =
∑
uv∈E

dG(u)dG(v).

For details of the mathematical theory and chemical applications of the Zagreb indices see surveys [10, 13,
18, 23] and papers [11, 12, 24–26].
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Recently in [12], Fath-Tabar established new bounds on the first and the second Zagreb indices which
depend on the sum in (1). In line with the standard terminology of chemical graph theory, and the obvious
connection with the first and the second Zagreb indices, Fath-Tabar named the sum in (1) the third Zagreb
index and denoted it by M3(G). However, in the rest of the paper, we will use its older name and call it the
irregularity of a graph.

Obviously, a connected graph G has irregularity zero if and only if G is regular. Other approaches, that
characterize how irregular a graph is, have been proposed [1, 2, 6–9, 14]. In this paper, we focus on graphs
with maximal irregularity as defined in (1).

In [3] Albertson presented upper bounds on irregularity for bipartite graphs, triangle-free graphs and
arbitrary graphs, as well as a sharp upper bound for trees. Some claims about bipartite graphs given in
[3] have been formally proved in [16]. Related to Albertson [3] is the work of Hansen and Mélot [15],
who characterized the graphs with n vertices and m edges with maximal irregularity. For more results on
irregularity, imbalance, and related measures, we redirect the reader to [2, 4, 5, 19–21].

In the sequel we introduce the notation used in the rest of the paper.
A regular graph is a graph where all the vertices have the same degree. A pendant vertex is a vertex

of degree one. A universal vertex is the vertex adjacent to all other vertices. The diameter of a graph G is
the maximal distance between any two vertices of G. A set of vertices is said to be independent when the
vertices are pairwise non-adjacent. The vertices from an independent set are independent vertices. By NG(u),
we denote the set of vertices that are adjacent to a vertex u.

A clique of a graph G is a complete subgraph of G. The union G = G1 ∪ G2 of graphs G1 and G2 with
disjoint vertex sets V1 and V2 and edge sets E1 and E2 is the graph with the vertex set V = V1 ∪ V2 and the
edge set E = E1 ∪ E2. The join G = G1 + G2 of the graphs G1 and G2 is the graph union G = G1 ∪G2 together
with all the edges joining V1 and V2.

The clique-star graph KSp,q is the join graph of a clique of size p and an independent set of size q (see
Fig.1).

2. General Graphs with Maximal Irregularity

In order to characterize graphs with maximal irregularity, we first determine the minimum number of
universal vertices that such graphs must have.

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a graph with maximal irregularity among all graphs of order n. Then, G has at least
⌊

n
3

⌋
universal vertices.

Proof. Assume that G is a graph with maximal irregularity whose set U of universal vertices has cardinality
q < b n

3 c. Let U = {u1, ...,un−q} be the set of non-universal vertices, where d(u1) ≥ d(u2) ≥ · · · ≥ d(un−q−1) ≥
d(un−q).

If a non-neighbor x of u1 is adjacent to a vertex y ∈ U ∩NG(u1), then replace the edge xy with the edge
u1x, obtaining a graph G′. By this replacement, the number of edges remains the same, as well as the degree
of x. Also, the contribution of the edges between the q universal vertices and the vertices of U to irr(G′)
remains unchanged.

u1

x y

⇒

u1

x y

The contribution of the edge xy to irr(G) is
∣∣∣dG(y) − dG(x)

∣∣∣, and the contribution of the edge u1x to
irr(G′) is dG(u1) + 1 − dG(x). After the above edge replacement, edges between u1 and U ∩ NG(u1) increase
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the irregularity by dG(u1) − q, and edges between y and U \ {u1, x} decrease the irregularity by at most
dG(y) − q − 2. Thus,

irr(G′) = irr(G) −

xy︷           ︸︸           ︷
|dG(y) − dG(x)|+

u1x︷                ︸︸                ︷
dG(u1) + 1 − dG(x)

+ dG(u1) − q︸     ︷︷     ︸
edges from u1 to U∩NG(u1)

−dG(y) + q + 2︸            ︷︷            ︸
edges from y to U\{u1,x}

= irr(G)−|dG(y) − dG(x)| − dG(x) − dG(y)︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
−2 max(dG(x),dG(y))

+2dG(u1) + 3

= irr(G) + 2
(
dG(u1) −max(dG(x), dG(y))

)
+ 3.

Since dG(u1) ≥ dG(x), dG(y), it follows that irr(G′) > irr(G). We apply the above kind of replacement for all
edges between U∩NG(u1) and U\NG(u1) – which only increases the irregularity of G1 – so that we can now
assume that there are none. Note also that u1 cannot have become an universal vertex, as it would contradict
the assumption that a graph with maximal irregularity has at most q universal vertices. Therefore, u1 is still
the vertex of U of maximal degree. We denote by G1 the newly obtained graph.

Next, we replace any edge xy between two vertices x, y ∈ U\NG1 (u1) by u1x – this replacement preserves
the number of edges as well the degree of x. The newly obtained graph we denote by G′′. The contribution
of the edges between the q universal vertices and the vertices of U to irr(G1) are unchanged. The contribution

u1

x y

⇒

u1

x y

of edge xy to irr(G1) is
∣∣∣dG1 (y) − dG1 (x)

∣∣∣, and the contribution of the edge u1x to irr(G′′) is dG1 (u1) + 1− dG1 (x).
Edges between u1 and U ∩ NG(u1) increase the irregularity by dG1 (u1) − q, and edges between y and
U\NG(u1) \ {u} decrease the irregularity by at most dG1 (y) − q − 1. Therefore,

irr(G′′) ≥ irr(G1) −

xy︷             ︸︸             ︷∣∣∣dG1 (y) − dG1 (x)
∣∣∣+

u1x︷                  ︸︸                  ︷
dG1 (u1) + 1 − dG1 (x)

+ dG1 (u1) − q︸      ︷︷      ︸
edges from u1 to U∩NG1 (u1)

−dG1 (y) + q + 1︸            ︷︷            ︸
edges from y to U\NG1 (u1)\{x}

= irr(G1)−|dG1 (y) − dG1 (x)| − dG1 (y) − dG1 (x)︸                                       ︷︷                                       ︸
−2 max(dG1 (y),dG1 (x))

+2dG1 (u1) + 2

= irr(G1) + 2(dG1 (u1) −max(dG1 (y), dG1 (x)) + 2.

As dG1 (u1) ≥ dG1 (y), dG1 (x), we have that irr(G′′) > irr(G1). Hence, we can apply this second replacement to
all edges between vertices of U\NG1 (u1) – which only increases irr(G) – and so assume that there are none.
We denote by G2 the newly obtained graph. As previously, u1 cannot become universal because of this
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procedure – that would contradict our assumptions on G. Thus, U\NG(u1) is a nonempty independent set
whose cardinality we note z > 0.

We can build a new graph G? with q + 1 universal vertices from G2, by linking u1 to its z non-neighbor.
As this operation changes the degree of z + 1 vertices, the contribution of the edges between the q universal
vertices and the rest of the vertices to irr(G?) is by 2zq smaller than their contribution to irr(G2). However,
The z new edges between u1 and U ∩ NG2 (u1) contributes z(n − 1 − q − 1) to irr(G?), and the contribution
between u1 and vertices of U ∩NG2 (u1) increases in irr(G?) by z(n − q − z − 1). Therefore,

irr(G?) = irr(G2) − 2zq + z(n − 1 − q − 1) + z(n − q − z − 1)
= irr(G2) + z(2n − 4q − z − 3). (2)

As z ≤ n − q − 1, further we have

irr(G?) ≥ irr(G2) + z(n − 3q − 2). (3)

Since we have assumed q < b n
3 c, it follows that irr(G?) > irr(G2). Thus, we have shown that we can

obtain a graph G? with q + 1 universal vertices with irregularity greater than any graph G with maximal
irregularity, which is a contradiction to the assumption that any graph G with maximal irregularity has at
most q universal vertices.

We will now determine the graphs whose irregularity is maximum.

Theorem 2.2. If a graph G has maximal irregularity among all graphs of order n, then G is either the clique-star
graph KS

b
n
3 c,d

2n
3 e

, or, if n ≡ 2(mod 3), the clique-star graph KS
d

n
3 e,b

2n
3 c

.

Proof. Let G be a graph of maximum irregularity, and let U = {vn−q+1, vn−q+2, . . . , vn} be the set of universal
vertices, where q ≥ b n

3 c (cf. Lemma 2.1). Let U be the set of non-universal vertices, let G[U] be the graph
induced by all non-universal vertices, and let G′ = G − G[U] be the complement of G[U] in G.

As dG′ (v) = dG(v) − dU(v) = q, the edges between U and U contribute more to irr(G′) than they do to
irr(G), by a difference of∑

v∈U

dU(v)q. (4)

On the other hand, the contribution of edges from G[U] does not appear in the computation of irr(G′). The
difference of the degrees between the endvertices of an edge of G[U] is at most n − q − 3. Therefore, the
edges from G[U] contribute to irr(G) by most

1
2

∑
v∈U

dU(v)
(
n − q − 3

)
. (5)

From (4) and (5), we have

irr(G′) ≥ irr(G) +
∑
v∈U

dU(v)q −
1
2

∑
v∈U

dU(v)(n − q − 3)

= irr(G) +
(1

2
(3q − n) +

3
2

)∑
v∈U

dU(v).

The expression 1
2 (3q− n) + 3

2 is positive for q ≥ b n
3 c. Since, G is a graph with maximal irregularity, it follows

that
∑

v∈U dU(v) = 0, i.e., the vertices of U form an independent set. Therefore, G is a clique-star graph
KSq,n−q, with q ≥ b n

3 c. The irregularity of KSq,n−q is q(n − q)(n − 1 − q), and it is maximized for q = b n
3 c, and

for q = d n
3 e, if n ≡ 2(mod 3).

The graphs with maximal irregularity with 6, 7 and 8 vertices are depicted in Figure 1.
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(c)(a) (b) (d)

Figure 1: (a) The graph with 6 vertices with maximal irr. (b)The graph with 7 vertices with maximal irr. (c) and (d) Graphs with 8
vertices with maximal irr.

Corollary 2.3. For any G, irr(G) ≤ b n
3 cd

2n
3 e

(
d

2n
3 e − 1

)
= irr(KS

b
n
3 c,d

2n
3 e

).

3. Lower Bounds on Graphs with Maximal Irregularity

In this section, we consider graphs with maximal irregularity and prescribed minimal or/and maximal
degrees. First, we show a lower bound for graphs with fixed maximal degree ∆.

Proposition 3.1. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices with maximum degree ∆(G) = ∆, and maximal
irregularity. Then, it holds that

irr(G) ≥
4∆2n

27
+ nO(∆).

Proof. To obtain the bound we consider the graph Q which is illustrated in Figure 2.

KS
n

∆+1
∆
3 ,

2∆
3 +1

v1
1

KS2
∆
3 ,

2∆
3 +1

KS1
∆
3 ,

2∆
3 +1

v1
∆
3

v
n

∆+1
1v2

1 v2
∆
3

v
n

∆+1
∆
3

u1
1 u1

2∆
3 +1 u2

1 u2
2∆
3 +1 u

n
∆+1
1 u

n
∆+1
2∆
3 +1

Figure 2: A connected graph Q constructed from n/(∆ + 1) copies of KS ∆
3 ,

2∆
3 +1. The dashed edges are those that are removed from the

corresponding clique-star graphs.

To simplify the calculation, we assume that ∆/3 and n/(∆ + 1) are integers. The construction of Q is as
follows:

• Make a sequence of n/(∆ + 1) copies of KS ∆
3 ,

2∆
3 +1.

• Choose an edge from the first KS ∆
3 ,

2∆
3 +1 graph, with an independent vertex as one endvertex, and

an edge from the second KS ∆
3 ,

2∆
3 +1 graph, also with an independent vertex as one endvertex. Let
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denote these edges by v1
∆
3
u1

2∆
3 +1

and v2
1u2

1, respectively. Replace v1
∆
3
u1

2∆
3 +1

and v2
1u2

1 by edges v1
∆
3
u2

1 and

v2
1u1

2∆
3 +1

. Continue this kind of replacement between all consecutive copies of KS ∆
3 ,

2∆
3 +1. Notice that

these replacements do not change the degrees of the vertices.

We have

irr(Q) =
n

∆ + 1
∆

3

(2∆

3
+ 1

) 2∆

3
=

4∆2n
27

+ nO(∆).

Next, we show a lower bound for graphs with maximal irregularity and fixed minimal degree δ.

Proposition 3.2. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices with minimal degree δ(G) = δ, and maximal irregularity.
Then

irr(G) ≥ δ(n − δ)(n − 1 − δ) = Ω(δn2).

Proof. The lower bound is obtained by KSδ,n−δ whose irregularity is δ(n − δ)(n − 1 − δ).

Finally, we show a lower bound for graphs with maximal irregularity and fixed maximal and minimal
degrees.

Proposition 3.3. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices with minimal degree δ(G) = δ, maximal degree
∆(G) = ∆, and maximal irregularity. Then, it holds

irr(G) >
δ

∆ + 1
(∆ − δ)2n.

Proof. To obtain the bound we consider the graph R, which is constructed in the same way as the graph Q
in Figure 2, with only difference that R is built of n/(∆ + 1) copies of KSδ,∆−δ+1. To simplify the calculation,
we assume that n/(∆ + 1) is integer. We have

irr(R) =
n

∆ + 1
δ(∆ − δ + 1)(∆ − δ).

4. Computation of the Irregularity of a Graph

In order to better understand the properties of graphs with large irregularity, we thought sensible to
approach the problem by enumerating the graphs with a fixed number n of vertices in order to compute
the irregularity of each of them. While such a procedure is made easy by the software Sage [22], or Brendan
McKay’s Nauty [17], the exhaustive enumeration of graphs quickly becomes impractical due to the sheer
number of such graphs (which happens in practice as soon as n ≈ 11). Therefore, we attempted to relax
the computational problem by enumerating the possible degree sequences of graphs with a fixed number
of vertices instead of the graphs themselves. Indeed, the number of different degree sequences of graphs
with n vertices is fairly small compared to the number of non-isomorphic graphs, and the code necessary
to enumerate them much simpler1).

One can not hope, however, to compute the value of irr with only a degree sequence, though it is possible
to upper-bound the irregularity of a graph G with this information. The following lines describe a bound
on the irregularity of a graph depending only on its degree sequence.

irr(G) =
∑

uv∈E(G)

|d(u) − d(v)|

1)Our implementation is included in the software package Sage [22].
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=
∑

0≤i<n

|{uv ∈ E(G) : d(u) ≤ i and d(v) > i}|.

Let us now write d≤i (resp. d>i) the number of vertices of G whose degree is smaller (resp. strictly larger)
than i. Given a vertex v of degree ≤ i, the number of neighbors of degree > i it can have is necessarily
smaller than both d>i and d(v). Following the same steps for vertices v of degree > i, we obtain

irr(G) ≤
∑

0≤i<n

min
[ ∑

v∈V(G)
d(v)≤i

min
(
d(v), d>i

)
,
∑
v∈V(G)
d(v)>i

min
(
d(v), d≤i

)]
. (6)

By computing this bound on all the degree sequences of graphs with n vertices, we obtained the list of the

n KSmax
n graphic sequences of KSmax

n irr(KSmax
n )

3 KS1,2 [2, 1, 1] 2
4 KS1,3 [3, 1, 1, 1] 6
5 KS1,4 [4, 1, 1, 1, 1] 12

KS2,3 [4, 4, 2, 2, 2] 12
6 KS2,4 [5, 5, 2, 2, 2, 2] 24
7 KS2,5 [6, 6, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2] 40
8 KS2,6 [7, 7, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2] 60

KS3,5 [7, 7, 7, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3] 60
9 KS3,6 [8, 8, 8, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3] 90

10 KS3,7 [9, 9, 9, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3] 126
11 KS3,8 [10, 10, 10, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3] 168

KS4,7 [10, 10, 10, 10, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4] 168
12 KS4,8 [11, 11, 11, 11, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4] 224
13 KS4,9 [12, 12, 12, 12, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4] 288
14 KS4,10 [13, 13, 13, 13, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4] 360

KS5,9 [13, 13, 13, 13, 13, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5] 360
15 KS5,10 [14, 14, 14, 14, 14, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5] 450
16 KS5,11 [15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5] 550
17 KS5,12 [16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5] 660

KS6,11 [16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6] 660
18 KS6,12 [17, 17, 17, 17, 17, 17, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6] 792
19 KS6,13 [18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6] 936
20 KS6,14 [19, 19, 19, 19, 19, 19, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6] 1092

KS7,13 [19, 19, 19, 19, 19, 19, 19, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7] 1092
21 KS7,14 [20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7] 1274
22 KS7,15 [21, 21, 21, 21, 21, 21, 21, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7] 1470
23 KS7,16 [22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7] 1680

KS8,15 [22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8] 1680

Table 1: Graphs with the maximal irregularity, their corresponding graphic sequences, and the values of their irregularities.

degree sequences for which the value reached by this bound is maximal. This would not have necessarily
meant that a graph having such degree sequence would have the largest irregularity among all graphs with
n vertices – for it is only an upper bound on the irregularity of such a graph – though we remarked in
this situation that the degree sequences for which this bound was the largest corresponded to the graphs
described by Theorem 2.2. In particular, as for these graphs the upper bound is equal to the irregularity,
those graphs are indeed the (only) extremal ones.

In Table 1 are gathered the results of our experiments up to n = 23, where the number of degree
sequences, in turn, became too large to continue further. It contains for each n the degree sequences
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maximizing the bound (6), along with a corresponding graph for which irr is equal to the upper bound.
KSmax

n denotes a graph with the maximal irregularity among all clique-star graphs with n vertices. By
Theorem 2.2, KSmax

n has the maximal irregularity among all graphs with n vertices, and is determined by

KSmax
n =

KS
b

n
3 c,d

2n
3 e

and KS
d

n
3 e,b

2n
3 c
, if n ≡ 2(mod 3),

KS
b

n
3 c,d

2n
3 e
, otherwise.

(7)
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